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CARGO

CLASS LIST

ANIMAL FODDER
ANIMAL PRODUCTS
ANIMAL HAIR
BRISTLES
MOHAIR
ANIMAL HORN
ANIMAL SKINS
FURS
BEAVER FURS
HIDES
ANTLERS
BLUBBER
BONES
BONE ASH
BONE MEAL
CHARCOAL
CORAL
GREASE
IVORY
ELEPHANT TUSKS
LEATHER
SPONGES
TALLOW
TRAIN OIL
WAX
WHALE OIL
WOOL
WOOLLEN GOODS
ANIMALS
CATTLE
DONKEYS
FISH
COD
DRIED FISH
HERRING
LIVE FISH
PILCHARDS
SALMON
PICKLED SALMON
SALTED FISH
SALTED MACKEREL
SHELLFISH
OYSTERS
PRAWNS
WHITING
HORSES
MULES
NON DOMESTICATED ANIMALS
PIGS
SHEEP
LAMBS
CARGO

BALLAST
CHEMICALS
   ACID
      SULPHURIC ACID
   ARSENIC
   CALCIUM CARBONATE
   DRUGS
   NITRATE OF SODA
   PHOSPHATE
   POTASSIUM SILICATE
   SODA ASH
   SULPHATES
   SULPHUR
   ZINC OXIDE
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
   ASPHALT
   BATTENS
   BOARD
   BRICKS
   CONCRETE
   CORRUGATED IRON
   CREOSOTE
   DEALS
   FIRE BRICKS
   GIRDERS
   GLASS
   IRON RAILS
   LATHS
   LOAM
   NAILS
   PIPES
      CONCRETE PIPES
      COPPER PIPES
      IRON PIPES
      CAST IRON PIPES
   PLANKS
   POLES
   ROOFING SHINGLES
   SPARS
   STAVES
   STEEL RAILS
   TILES
CONTAINERS
   AMPHORAE
   BARRELS
      BARREL HEADINGS
      BARREL HOOPS
      BARREL STAVES
   BOTTLES
   CRATES
   GUNNIES
   INTERMODAL CONTAINERS
CORDAGE
   CABLE
CARGO

FERTILIZER AND WASTE
  CLINKER
  FERTILIZER
    COPROLITES
    KAINITE
    MANURE
    NITRATE
      AMMONIUM NITRATE
      SUPERPHOSPHATE
  GUANO
  INDUSTRIAL WASTE
  MUD
  RUBBISH
  SEWAGE
  SLAG
  SLUDGE
  SOIL
    FULLERS EARTH

FOOD
  ARROWROOT
  BISCUIT
  BOTTLED GOODS
  BREAD
  CANNED GOODS
    CANNED MEAT
  CEREAL
    BARLEY
    CORN
    FLOUR
    GRAIN
    MAIZE
    MALT
    MEAL
    OATMEAL
    OATS
    RICE
    RYE
    WHEAT
  CHOCOLATE
  COCOA
  COFFEE
  DAIRY PRODUCE
    BUTTER
    CHEESE
    EGGS
  FISH
    COD
    DRIED FISH
    HERRING
LIVE FISH
PILCHARDS
SALMON
  PICKLED SALMON
SHELLFISH
  OYSTERS
  PRAWNS
WHITING
FRUIT
  APPLES
  COCONUTS
  DRIED FRUIT
    CURRANTS
    PRUNES
    RAISINS
  FIGS
  GRAPES
  LEMONS
  LIMES
  NUTS
  OLIVES
  ORANGES
HOPS
LIQUIDS
  ALCOHOLIC DRINK
    BEER
      PORTER
    CIDER
  SPIRITS
    BRANDY
    GIN
    RUM
    WHISKY
WINE
  CHAMPAGNE
  CLARET
  MADEIRA
  PORT WINE
  STURNE
COCONUT OIL
FISH OIL
  COD LIVER OIL
HONEY
MOLASSES
OLIVE OIL
PALM OIL
VINEGAR
WATER
ICE
LIQUORICE
MEAT
  BACON
CARGO

FUEL

COAL

ANTHRACITE
COAL DUST
CULM
COAL TAR
COKE
PATENT FUEL

DIESEL
GAS
GAS OIL
PARAFFIN
PEAT
PETROLEUM

GOODS

BAGGED GOODS
BALE GOODS
BARREL GOODS
CANNED GOODS
HAIR

ANIMAL HAIR
BRISTLES

SPICES AND SEASONINGS

SEASONINGS
PEPPER
SAFFRON
SALT
ROCK SALT

SPICES
CINNAMON
CLOVES
GINGER
NUTMEG

SUGAR

TEA

VEGETABLES
BEANS
GARLIC
LENTILS
ONIONS
PEAS
PEPPERS
PIMENTOS

POTATOES

CLASS LIST
CARGO GOVERNMENT STORES JEWELS MAIL
DISPATCHES MANUFACTURED GOODS
ARMOUR BEADS CHAIN
COSMETICS DIVING EQUIPMENT DRESS ACCESSORIES
FIREWORKS FISHING GEAR GLASSWARE
HAND BELLS HORSE TACK
HOUSEHOLD GOODS CANDLES CANDLESTICKS
CLOCKS FURNITURE MATCHES MIRRORS POTTERY
EARTHENWARE SAMIAN WARE
SOAP STARCH TABLEWARE
CROCKERY CHINA TABLEWARE CUTLERY
JEWELLERY MACHINERY
FARM MACHINERY MINING MACHINERY SEWING MACHINES
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS HAND BELLS PIANOS
NAVIGATION BUOYS NAVIGATIONAL INSTRUMENTS ORNAMENTS SCULPTURE
PAINT PENS PERFUME
PORCELAIN
SPRINGS
STRING
TElescopes
TOOLS
  AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS
TOYS
VEHICLES
  AIRCRAFT
    AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS
  BICYCLES
  BULLDOZERS
  LOCOMOTIVES
  MILITARY VEHICLES
    LANDING CRAFT
    TANKS
    TANK COMPONENTS
  ROLLING STOCK
  TYRES
WATCHES
WEAPONS
MATS
METAL
  ALUMINIUM
  ALUM
  ALUMINA
  ANTIMONY
  BRASS
  BRONZE
  BULLION AND COIN
    BULLION
    SILVER BULLION
  COIN
    FLORINS
    GOLD COIN
    SILVER COIN
COPPER
  COPPER INGOTS
GOLD
  GOLD DUST
IRON
  CAST IRON
  IRON BARS
  IRON INGOTS
  IRONMONGERY
  OSEMUND
  PIG IRON
  SCRAP IRON
LEAD
  LEAD INGOTS
MERCURY
NICKEL
PEWTER
CARGO

MILITARY EQUIPMENT

ARMOUR

MUNITIONS

AMMUNITION

EXPLOSIVES

GUNS

SWORDS

MINERALS

SCRAP METAL
SILVER
STEEL
STEEL BARS
STEEL INGOTS
STEEL PLATE
TIN
TIN INGOTS
TIN PLATE
ZINC
SPELTER
ZINC INGOTS
NAVAL STORES
UNIFORMS
WEAPONS
MILITARY VEHICLES
LANDING CRAFT
TANKS
TANK COMPONENTS

ASBESTOS
BARYTES
CEMENT
CHALK
CHINASTONE
CLAY
CHINA CLAY
FIRE CLAY
PIPE CLAY
COPPER PYRITES
COPPERAS
FULLERS EARTH
GEMSTONES
GRAPHITE

CLASS LIST
CARGO

OIL BASED PRODUCTS

MANGANESE
OCHRE
ORE

ANTIMONY ORE
BAUXITE
BOG ORE
BURNT ORE
COPPER ORE
IRON ORE
IRONSTONE
LEAD ORE
MINERAL ORE
Gypsum
MANGANESE ORE
SULPHUR ORE
PURPLE ORE
TIN ORE
ZINC ORE
PHOSPHATE ROCK
PYRITES
SALTPETRE
SODA
STONE

AGGREGATE
CRUSHED STONE
FLINT
GRANITE
GRANITE BLOCKS
GRANITE BOULDERS
GRANITE CHIPS
MOORSTONE
GRAVEL
LIMESTONE
MARBLE
MARBLE BLOCKS
PUMICE
SAND
OLIVINE SAND
SHINGLE
SLATE
ROOFING SLATE
STONE PRODUCTS
KERBSTONES
LIME
PAVING STONES
ROOFING SLATE
STONE BLOCKS
GRAVESTONES
STONE DUST

SULPHATES
OIL BASED PRODUCTS
BENZINE
GLYCERINE
CARGO

NAPHTHA
OIL
  CRUDE OIL
  LUBRICATING OIL
PARAFFIN
PETROLEUM
PITCH
RESIN
  ROSIN
TAR
WHITE SPIRIT

PAPER AND PAPER PRODUCTS
  BANK NOTES
  BOOKS
  PAPER
  PAPER PULP
  STATIONERY

PEOPLE
  CONVICTS
  PASSENGERS
    EMIGRANTS
    MILITARY PERSONNEL
      PRISONERS OF WAR
    SOLDIERS
SLAVES

PIGMENT
  COCHINEAL
  OCHRE
  WOAD

PLANTS AND PLANT PRODUCTS

PLANT PRODUCTS
  COCONUT FIBRE MATTING
  COPRA
  COTTON
    COTTON GOODS
    COTTON SEED
    RAW COTTON
  ESPARTO GRASS
  FLAX
  GUM
  HAY
  HEMP
  HONEY
  INDIGO
  IVORY NUTS
  JUTE
  LINSEED
    LINSEED CAKE
    LINSEED OIL
  LIQUORICE
  PALM KERNELS
  RAPE SEED
  RUBBER
SEED
COTTON SEED
STRAW
TOBACCO
TURPENTINE
WOAD

PLANTS
BARILLA
KELP
MADDER

TIMBER
ASH
BOXWOOD
CEDAR
CHARCOAL
DEAL
EBONY
ELM
HARDWOOD
LIGNUM VITAE
MAHOGANY
OAK
PINE
QUEBRACHO
SOFTWOOD
TEAK

TIMBER PRODUCTS
ASHES
BARK
CORK
DEALS
DYEWOOD
LOGWOOD
FIREWOOD
PIT PROPS
POTASH
WOOD CHIPS
WOOD PULP

WALNUT

PROVISIONS

RAILWAY COMPONENTS
RAILWAY SLEEPERS
RAILWAY TRACK
ROLLING STOCK

SHIP FITTINGS
ANCHORS
MASTS
SPARS

STATUES

TEXTILES AND CLOTHING

CLOTHING
UNIFORMS
CARGO

CLASS LIST

LACE
TEXTILES
  BLANKETS
  CALICO
  CANVAS
  CARPET
  CLOTH
    FLANNEL
    MUSLIN
    NANKEEN
    PIECE GOODS
  COTTON
    COTTON GOODS
    COTTON SEED
    RAW COTTON
  FELT
  FLAGS
  LINEN
  SAILCLOTH
  SILK
  WOOL
    WOOLLEN GOODS
YARN